Zeus the hamster lives with his friends at a pet rescue center. But he thinks he’s a Greek god! Check out what happens when his two worlds collide, then go online to learn more about the book *Zeus the Mighty: The Quest for the Golden Fleas*. ZeusTheMighty.com

1. Zeus the Hamster and His Best Friend, Demeter, the Grasshopper, Search for Ancient Ruins.

2. Ancient Ruins! These Magic Symbols Are Probably the Key to Making Me the Greatest God of All Time!

3. Hey, Zeus, This Ancient Ruin Seems Pretty Squishy to Me...

4. Whoa! I Can Feel the Magic! I’m Floating!

5. Squeak

6. Did You Hear That? This Ruin Is Telling Me Its Wisdom.

7. Suddenly...

8. Silly Hamster!

CHECK OUT THE BOOK!